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This paper discusses in some detail a methodology for linking patent
and R&D data to construct a matrix of interindustry technology flows
through the U. S. economy. A somewhataggregated (41 x 53) version of
the matrix is presented, as are more detailed disaggregations ofthe row
and column sums.
The motivation for developing these new data was straightforward.
During the 1970s the United States experienced a pronounced slump in
the rate of productivity growth. One of many possible suggested causes
was a slowdown in the emergence or absorption ofnew technology. New
technology comes in significant measure from the research and develop-
ment (R & D) activities of industrial enterprises. Beginning in the late
1960s, there was a decleration in the growth of company-financed, real
(i.e., GNPdeflator-adjusted) industrialR&D sufficientlylarge that, had
growth trends continued, real 1979 outlays would have been roughly 40
percent higher than their measured values. The key questions remain:
What quantitative links exist between R&D and productivity growth?
Didthe parametersofany such relationships shift between the 1960s and
1970s?
F. M. Scherer is a professor of economics at Swarthmore College. The underlying
research was conducted under National Science Foundation grant PRA-7826526. This
paperwas drafted at the Max-Planck-Institutfur ausHindisches und internationalesPatent-,
Urheber- und Wettbewerbsrecht under a stipendium from the Max-Planck Gesellschaft.
The authoris also grateful to numerous research assistants, andespeciallyto Chun-YueLai,
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Cholka of the Federal Trade Commission, who provided indispensable computer systems
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Economists ought to know a considerable amount about this subject.
Data on industrial R&D outlays have been collected under National
Science Foundation (NSF) auspices since 1953. However, serious obsta-
cles have blocked the path to understanding.
For one, the NSF data leave a good deal to be desired. NSF's industry
breakdowns are at a high level of aggregation. With one exception,
R&D data are assigned to primary industries by the "whole company"
method, which for multi-industry enterprises often leads to substantial
misclassification ofR&D in companies' secondary lines. NSF's newer
and slightly more disaggregated "productfield" statistics departfrom the
"whole company" approach, but the departures are unsystematic. The
reporting instructions are confusing and virtually impossible to imple-
mentin decentralizedcompanies, andit is evidentfrom a 1975 survey that
companies responded to the instructions inconsistently. 1
Even more important is a fundamental conceptual problem. With the
partialexception ofthe NSF product field data, all research and develop-
ment spending surveys link R&D to an industry oforigin-usually the
principal industry in which a surveyed enterprise operates. However, it
has long been known (e.g., from McGraw-Hill surveys) that the bulk of
industrial enterprises' R&D is oriented toward the creation and im-
provement of new products sold to others, as distinguished from R&D
on new or improved production processes used internally within the
performing company. The latter should in principle lead directly to
productivity gains within the industry ofR&D performance, assuming
thatthe industry classification is correct. For product R&D, however,
the linkage is much less clear. Both behavioral and measurement consid-
erations lead us to believe that performing industries will secure at best
only a modest fraction of the productivity benefits from their product
R& D.
2
Onthe behavioralside, aninnovatorwill capture all the benefitsfrom a
productivity-enhancing new product only if it can engage in first-degree
price discrimination. Under simple monopoly pricing, some ofthe bene-
fits will necessarily be passed on to users. And when new product com-
petition is vigorous, price competition may also break out, permitting
innovators to retain only a small share ofthe superiority rents associated
with their products.
There are also practical measurement problems. The first step in the
compilation of productivity indices is estimating real output, usually by
1. U.S. BureauoftheCensus (1975), question30, reveals that'57percentofthesurveyed
R&D expenditures were reported on an end product (i.e., line of business) basis,
presumably contrary to instructions. Twenty-nine percent were reported (consistent with
the instructions) in technological fields different from the end product fields. For the
remaining 14 percent, the technological and end product fields were said to be identical.
2. For surveys of the problems, see Griliches (1979) and Scherer (1979, pp. 200-204).419 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
dividing some dollar measure of output by price deflators. If the price
deflators were perfect hedonic price indices, innovators would be found
tocaptureall ormost oftheproductivitybenefits resultingfrom theirnew
products. Few price deflators meet this standard, however. More com-
monly, the actual prices of new products are linked into a price index at
parity with the prices ofolderproducts, and the linking often occurs only
after the new product has been on the market for a considerable time.
One consequence is that price deflators severely underestimate product
quality improvements, which in turn means that the measured output of
productinnovators is lower than it would be ifhedonicprice indices were
used, so that measured productivity gains are not observed at the origi-
nating industry stage. (An exception may occur when, because of en-
hancedmonopolypower, profit marginsin theproduct-originatingindus-
try rise.) A further implication is that the productivity impact of new
products is observed "downstream" at the buying and using industry
stage, both because the prices measuredfor inputs used by buying indus-
tries do not reflect their superiority value and because (thanks to com-
petition) the prices actually paid do not reflect that superiority value.
Thus, to ascertain the productivity effects of new product R&D, one
must trace the flow of technology from the industry in which a new
product originated to the industry(ies) using the product.
The first to propose a solution to this set of problems was Jacob
Schmookler (1966, chap. 8). He postulated a kind ofinput-output matrix
of invention flows in which the rows represented industries making an
invention, the columns the sectors using inventions, and the diagonal
elements process inventions. Row sums correspond more or less closely
to the R&D data collected by NSF according to industries of origin.
Column sums give the total amount of technology used by an industry.
With patent data, Schmookler was able to estimate column sums for a
small sample of capital-goods-invention-using ind~stries, but his un-
timely death prevented him from progressing further toward the realiza-
tion of a complete technology flow matrix.
Since then, Nestor Terleckyj (1974, 1980) combined NSF survey data
with conventional input-output statistics to estimate something like
Schmooklerian matrix column elements as well as source data row sums.
What is described in this paper is an effort to apply methods like those
pioneered by Schmookler in estimating more disaggregated matrices at a
higher level of precision.
Some substantive results, presented fully in other papers (Scherer
1982a, 1983), are summarized later. However, one finding deserves
immediate attention. As expected, process R&D-that is, R&D
devoted to improving a firm's own internal production processes-was
found to compriseonly a smallfraction ofall company-financedindustrial
R&D: 26.2 percent when measured by a count of patents and 24.6420 Frederic M. Scherer
percent when measured by linked R&D expenditures data with adjust-
ment for sample coverage. Most industrial R&D is indeed product
oriented. A fuller breakdown of the patent count by user category is as
follows:
Process inventions
Consumer goods products only
Industrial capital goods products
Subset used both as producer
and consumer goods
Industrial material products
Subset used both as producer
and consumer goods







It seems clear that a full understand~ng of the impact of R&D on
productivity growth requires one to go beyond mere industry of origin
classifications and find out where the fruits of R&D are actually used.
Thestartingpointfor such aventure should beR&Dorothertechnolog-
ical input data ofgood quality. "Good quality" here means at least three
things: reasonable accuracy (recognizing the difficulties of measuring
what is and what is not R&D); considerable disaggregation (especially
since analyses of R&D-productivity links have proved sensitive to the
degree of aggregation); and a correct matching of expenditures with
industries. The third criterion, though obvious, deserves further atten-
tion. If, for example, as is standard NSF and McGraw-Hill survey prac-
tice, all R&D performed by Exxon is assigned to Exxon's primary
industry category, substantial amounts ofR&D occurring in the organic
chemicals and resins, agricultural chemicals, synthetic rubber, office
equipment, and communications equipment industries will be wrongly
assigned to petroleum extraction and refining. This problem has grown
increasingly severe as U.S. corporations have become more diversified.
Already by 1972, before the most recent conglomerate mergerwave, the
average manufacturing corporation had 33 percent of its employment
outsideits primary (roughlythree-digit) field (Scherer 1980a, pp. 76-77).
The data source that best satisfies these three criteria is the Federal
Trade Commission's Line ofBusiness survey. Thefirst full survey, cover-
ing 443 largecorporations,3was for 1974. Itrequiredreportingcompanies
to break down their privately supported and contract applied R&D
outlays, among other financial items, into 262 manufacturing lines of
business (LBs), usually defined at the three- or four-digit SIC.1evel, and
3. The count ofcorporations and lines ofbusiness reported here does not agree exactly
with official FTCfigures because ofslight differences in how both corporations and lines of
business were consolidated.421 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
14 nonmanufacturing categories. These 1974 line ofbusiness data were a
principal basis for the work reported here.
They are not without problems. Perhaps most important, 1974 was the
first year for which the survey was fully implemented. No survey can
achieve perfectreporting, especiallyonthefirst iterationfor an activity as
difficult to measure as research and development. The data were there-
fore subjected to an extensive verification and correction process before
use. Reported company R&D totals were compared to 10-K report
R&D figures; individual 1974 line of business figures were compared
against 1975 and 1976 reports; and a general check for significant omis-
sions orpeculiaritieswas made. Severalclasses ofdifficulties were discov-
ered. First, R&D expenditure reporting was in some instances incom-
plete. The standard correction was to replace the 1974 figure with the
comparable 1975 (or if need be, 1976) figure deflated by the ratio of1974
to 1975 10-KR&Doutlays. Second, somecompaniesfailed to distribute
their R&D outlays over all relevant lines of business, instead lumping
them together in a single (e.g., the largest) line or a few lines. Such
problems were normally remedied by applying 1975 or 1976 distribu-
tional weights, although, in a few cases, breakdowns were made on the
basis of sales or (where some LBs were known to be more R&D
intensive than others) patents obtained by the various company LBs.
Third, companies were asked to report basic research outlays in a single
separate category for the whole corporation. There were quite clearly
enormous qualitative differences among companies in what was catego-
rized as basicresearch. Moreover, afew companies reportedalltheirR &
D outlays as basic research, and others reported all of their central
corporate laboratory outlays, basic or applied, in the basic research
category or in some other category such as "services." All outlays re-
ported under basic research were spread by the author over the various
lines ofbusiness in proportion to private applied R&D outlays. Special
problems were resolved through other allocation methods, usually after
consultation with company accountants. Fourth, companies were
allowed to assign the costs and assets of LBs with sales of less than $10
million to a catchall (99.99) reportingcategory. This optionwas exercised
fairly frequently in connection with new endeavors that had high R&D
outlays but low sales. The clearest cases were reclassified to their proper
home industries, but less obvious ormore complex cases had to be left as
they were, so the 99.99 category (included in "miscellaneous manufac-
tures") entails misclassification andis unusually researchintensive. Fifth,
companies were permitted to have a limited amount of"contamination"
in their reports; thatis, activities thatshould ideally have been accounted
for in a differentLB, butwhose segregationwould have imposedappreci-
able accounting costs. The average level of contamination was on the
order of 4 percent (U.S. Federal Trade Commission 1981, pp. 50-53).422 Frederic M. Scherer
For my analysis this poses problems whose solution will be described
later. Finally, companiesweretoreportonly their domestic, unregulated
business activities; foreign operations were excluded. However, when
domestic R&D expenditures supported manufacturing operations
abroad, the R&D could be prorated between domestic and foreign
branches, leading to some understatement of R&D relative to NSF
definitions. Nothing could be done about this except to test its effect on
the average number ofpatentsreceived permillion dollars ofreported R
& D expenditures. The elasticity ofpatentingwith respect to the percen-
tage of total corporate sales occurring domestically was found to be
- 0.14 with a t-ratio of 2.34 (Scherer 1983).
The total amount of company-financed R&D reported by the 443
sample corporations aftercorrections was $10.64 billion, or73 percentof
the universe total in NSF's 1974 R&D survey. Sample contract R&D
outlays (mostly under federal government prime or subcontracts)
amounted to $5.97 billion, also 73 percent of the NSF survey estimate.
These percentages are relatively high compared to the FTC sample's
coverage of other financial variables such as sales (estimated to be
roughly 54 percent ofthe total manufacturing sector universe) or assets,
for which the coverage ratio was approximately 67 percent (U.S. Federal
Trade Commission 1981, pp. 69-76). Apparently, the FTC sampled
relatively more heavily in R&D-intensive industries. Estimating exact
coverage ratios is difficult because the FTC survey emphasized financial
accounting variables whereas other universe figures are either heavily
contaminated by the mixing of manufacturing and nonmanufacturing
activities (e.g., the FTC's Quarterly Financial Report series and the
Internal Revenue Service's Statistics ofIncome series) or have sales and
assets (i.e., under Census reporting rules) defined on quite different
bases.
Since individual industry coverage ratios were needed to implement
my technology flow matrix concept, a different and rather unorthodox
estimationtechniquewas adopted. Thebasis ofcomparisonwas thesetof
four-digit industry value of shipments concentration ratios published in
connection with the 1972 Census of Manufactures. For each industry,
concentration curves were interpolated (or sometimes extrapolated) on
lognormal probability paper. Aggregations to the FTC line of business
category level were carried out following the guidelines in Stigler (1963,
pp. 206-11). One could then locate on the relevant concentration curve
the maximum fraction ofindustry sales accounted for by the number of
companies reporting in a given FTC line of business. This LB coverage
estimate is biased upward to the extent that the company units reporting
under the LB program are not uniformly the largest sellers in their
industries. Downward biases intrude to the extent that the companies
report as "contamination" with some otherline ofbusiness sales that are423 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
reported to the Census Bureau in the correct industry category. The
coverage ratios estimatedin this way for manufacturingindustries (which
originated 95.1 percent of total sample R&D) ranged from .06 to .99.
The value-added weighted-mean coverage ratio was 0.61-somewhat
higher than the FTC's most closely comparable value-of-shipments cov-
erage ratio estimate of 0.54.
The coverage ratios derived in this mannerwere used to inflate sample
line ofbusiness R&D outlays and obtain whole-industry estimates. For
company-financedR&D, thesumoftheinflatedvalues across all lines of
business is $14.72 billion, which agrees quite closely with the 1974 NSF
survey figure of $14.65 billion. This suggests that measurement errors,
sampling ratio estimation errors, sampling errors, and their intersection
hadon average no serioussystematicbias. ForcontractR&D, there is an
evident bias: the sum of the inflated estimates is $6.77 billion, or 18
percent less than the NSF survey universe figure of $8.22 billion.
20.3 Estimating Technology Flow Matrices
What has been described thus far is a procedure for getting R&D
expenditure dataorganized by industry oforigin. This is in principle what
has been done in other surveys. The improvements consist mainly of
considerably greater disaggregation and a more accurate match of ex-
penditures to true origin industries.
Much more difficult and important steps were required to flow those
originating industry outlays out to industries of use. The information
needed to do so was obtained through a detailed analysis of invention
patents. To begin with an overview, a sample of patents was drawn that
matched as closely as possible the sample ofcompanies on which R&D
data by line of business were available. Each patent was inspected and
coded as to industry (LB) of origin and industry(ies) in which use ofthe
invention was anticipated. The industry of origin classifications were
employed to link the patentsto the lines ofbusiness in which correspond-
ing R&D expenditures had been recorded. Eachpatentthen became, in
effect, a carrierofthe average R&D expenditure perpatentin its origin
LB, transmitting by a fairly complicated algorithm those expenditures
out to the coded, using industries. SummedR&D outlays could then be
collected for cells and columns of appropriately aggregated technology
flow matrices.
20.3.1 The Patent Sample
TheR&D data employed are for companies' 1974 fiscal year, which is
centered on the 1974 calendar year. U.S. and West German surveys
suggest thatthe average lag betweenconceptionofaninventionandfiling
a patent application is about nine months (Sanders 1962a; 1962b, p. 71;424 Frederic M. Scherer
Grefermann et al. 1974, pp. 34-37). During the mid-1970s, the average
periodofpatentpendency-thatis, the lag betweenapplication and issue
of a U.S. patent-was about nineteen months. Thus, the total lag be-
tween invention, which is assumed to accompany R&D expenditure,
and the issuance ofa patent is estimated to be twenty-eight months. The
time spanofthepatentsamplewas therefore setfor theten-monthperiod
from June 1976 through March 1977, whose midpoint is lagged twenty-
eight months from 30 June 1974. Some timing error is inescapable here,
since the distribution of patent application to issuance lags is skewed,
with a few patents in the sample having been applied for as early as the
1940s. However, 92 percent ofthe sample patentshad applications dated
in the years 1974-76.
There is no simple, consistent practice with respect to the names to
whichcorporatepatentsareassigned. Somepatentsresultingfrom corpo-
rateR&D go only to the inventor, butthis is now extremely rare in large
corporations. Some patents issued to corporations are in fact acquired
during their pendencyfrom outside orspare-time inventors, but this too,
our analysis suggested, also appears to be unusual. The principal com-
panynamematchingproblemscomefrom mergers andthefact thatmany
industrial patents are assigned not to the parent corporation but to some
subsidiary. An extensive effort was made to identify patent-receiving
subsidiaries. Mergerswere identified throughtheFTC'sannual Statistical
Report on Mergers and Acquisitions. Several protocols were adopted to
ensure that patents were in fact linked to the correct 1974 parent com-
panies (see Scherer 1980b, p. 6). In cases where mergers following a
parent company's 1974 fiscal year led to an undesirable scrambling of
patents, company patent counsel were helpful in providing the needed
unscrambling. Failure to have attended to these subsidiary and merger-
timing problems would have led. to matching error rates on the order of
20-25 percent.
Some seventy-five companies were found to have obtained no patents
during the ten-month sample period. For these a more extensive three-
year sweep was made, yielding sixty-nine additional patents accorded a
weight of 10/36 each. This procedure imparts sampling bias, but a minor
bias was considered acceptable in exchange for better coverage of low-
patentindustries. Unfortunately, therewas no feasible means ofidentify-
ing a universe and weights on the basis ofwhich more efficient stratified
sampling techniques could be applied.
Because the R&D expenditure data gathered were for U.S. opera-
tions only, patentswhose inventorhad a foreign address (orin the case of
multiple inventors, all or most of whose addresses were foreign) were
excluded from the sample.
Altogether, thefinal patentsampleconsistedof15,112patentscounted
with unit weights, or 15,062 patents when oversampled company patents425 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
are fractionally weighted. After adjustment for foreign inventor exclu-
sions, this was roughly 61 percent ofall patents issued during the sample
period to U.S. industrial corporations (i.e., excluding universities, non-
profit research institutes, patent management firms, retailers, public
utility corporations, and the like). Of the 443 sample corporations, 397
were patent recipients. The most prolific assignee, General Electric,
received 706 patents originally classified to 51 distinct lines of business.
20.3.2 Patent Classification
Once the patent sample was drawn, the printed specification of each
patent was inspected individually by members of a team including an
electrical engineering student, an organic chemistry major, a graduate
management student with undergraduate honors in chemical engineer-
ing, and a "utility infielder" with a joint chemistry-economics major and
a farming background. Mirroring the team's specialities, patents were
presortedinto four groups: electrical inventions, organicchemical inven-
tions, otherchemicalinventions, andeverythingelse. Theprimaryobjec-
tive was to classify each patent according to industry of origin and
industry(ies) of use. On the latter, up to three specific industries of use
(including final consumption) could be identified, or the invention could
be coded to either oftwo "general use" categories: (1) use proportional
to the origin industry's normal customer sales distribution (e.g., a
machine tool invention); or (2) ubiquitous use throughout the industrial
economy (e.g., a corporate jet aircraft invention).
Codingindustriesofuse was for themostpartthemore straightforward
and simpler task. U.S. law requires that inventions be useful to be
patentable. Applicants therefore take some pains to point out in patent
specifications what the actual or prospective uses oftheir inventions are.
Instructions to classification team members emphasized the importance
of coding uses to match as closely as possible the industrial locus where
productivity impacts were most likely to occur. In cases of doubt, cate-
gory (1) general use classification was favored. Of the 15,112 unit value
patents in the final sample, 42 percent were classified to one specific
nonconsumer industry ofuse, 11 percent to two specific using industries,
6 percent to three specific using industries, 29 percent to category (1)
general use, and 5 percent to category (2) ubiquitous use.
In coding industries of origin, it is not enough to say, for example,
"This is a petroleum refining invention, so that must be the relevant
industry" (see Scherer 1982b). A catalyst might come from an inorganic
chemicals maker, an antiknock additive from the organic chemicals in-
dustry, or a process design from a company like UOP, whose home base
is engineering services. Origin depends at least as much on how the
R&D-performingcompany is organized as onfunction. Eachclassifica-
tion team member was provided with a set of industry codes in which,426 Frederic M. Scherer
according to published information, sample companies purported to
operate, along with a qualitative description of the companies' product
offerings. Even this, however, was not enough. The objective of the
classification effort was not to identify industries of origin that were
"correct" in some absolute sense, butto classify the patentsin such a way
that the origin industry codes corresponded with the LB codes in which
enterprises chose to report the R&D expenditures that gave rise to the
patents. Because ofconfidentiality restrictions, however, the structure of
companies' LB reporting codes was not, and could not be, known in
advance. This requiredin difficult cases a target-bracketing approach. As
many as three industries oforigin could be coded. In the original coding,
15.6 percent ofthe patents had two origin industries and 2.8 percent had
three industries oforigin. Uncertainty about company account organiza-
tion was not, however, the only reason for multiple origin codes. Some
inventions are genuinely joint: for example, an aerospace company's
metal fatigue testing system that can be used in either aircraft or missile
assembly operations, or a fuel injection syst~m microcircuit installed in
eithercars ortrucks. Therefore, an additional set ofcodes was created to
guide the ultimate patent-R & D-dollar matching process. Inventions
could becodedto be matchedwith a single preferredindustry, andonly if
that match failed, with others; or a spread over multiple industries of
origin could be specified to occur in equal parts; or the spread could be
effected in proportion to matched LBs' totalR&D expenditures. Addi-
tional options existed to deal with problems of vertical integration, for
example, whenitwas expectedthatanelectronicsystemsproducerwould
report R&D concerning a semiconductor component production pro-
cess under its systems LB code, even though the production (and hence
the productivity impact) was likely to occur in a separate semiconductor
plant.
Even after the classification team had acquired considerable expertise
from on-the-job-training, 20-30 percent ofthe patents proved "hard" to
classify. An important breakthrough in reducing that fraction was the
discovery that, from sources such as telephone books, annual reports,
anda rich database developed by RogerSchmenner at the Harvard-MIT
Urban Studies Center, one could tell what specific divisions or industry
activities a company had at a geographic location. The company unit
location in turn could often be inferred from the residence of the inven-
tor, especially when there were multiple inventors with a similar patent
specification address. All industry codings were double-checked by the
author against abstracts in the Patent Office's Official Gazette. In ques-
tionable cases, the entire specification was reviewed. Problem cases
resistant to solution by these methods were resolved through telephone
calls to company officials or the relevant inventors. In these and other
ways, an attempt was made to enforce high standards of accuracy.427 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
In addition to industries oforigin and use, the individual patents were
coded according to complexity (number of pages and claims), economic
characterization (process vs. material vs. capital goods vs. consumer
goods), technological characterization (system vs. device vs. circuit vs.
composition ofmattervs. chemical process), whether the invention orig-
inated under a federal government contract, and various other pieces of
information. The federal contract invention coding proved to be unex-
pectedly difficult because, it was learned, contractors did not uniformly
complywith thefederal requirementthattheyinclude a notice ofcontract
support in their patent specification, and the larger contracting agencies
lacked complete records of their government-supported, contrac-
tor-owned inventions. Through an extensive effort, 325 contract inven-
tions were indentified, but it is believed that another 75 or so eluded the
search. Since all were military-related, later adjustments could be made
to minimize biases in estimating technology flow matrices.
A tape containing the original coding of the individual patents is
available from the author on a cost reimbursement basis.
20.3.3 The Patent-R & D Link
With the main patent coding task completed, the patent tape was
brought to the FTC's Line of Business program office in Washington,
where the link to R&D data broken down into individual company lines
ofbusiness commenced. At this point, the original list of276 LB catego-
ries was condensed to 263, partly because it had proved impossible to
makedistinctions betweencertainoriginindustrycategories (e.g., ethical
and proprietary drugs, electric motors and motor controls, and storage
vs. primary batteries) and partly to mirror industry consolidations made
by the FTC for disclosure avoidance reasons. Following these consolida-
tions, the number ofindividual company LBs to which a patent might be
linked totalled 4,274. The average company broke its operations down
into 9.65 LB categories.
After certain origin industry recodings were made to correct antici-
pated matching problems, the first link was executed. Among the 15,112
sample patents, there were matching problems on approximately 18
percent, including 1,101 patents on which no match at all was achieved
and roughly 1,570 on which multiple origins had been coded, some but
not all of which matched. Each patent with a partial or total matching
problem was analyzed against company LB program submissions to
determine the reason for the problem and to effect, if appropriate, a
correct recoding. Extremely valuable in this effort were Schedule II of
the FTC's LB reporting form, which broke down reporting LB sales to
the five-digit product level of detail, and an appendix that gave the
geographic location ofevery majorestablishment covered by a reporting
LB. The principal reason for matching problems was that companies had428 Frederic M. Scherer
not organized their LB reports according to our expectations. "Con-
taminated" reporting was one subreason. Another was that our salvo
approach to questionable classifications had indeed both hit and missed
the target. When all recodings were completed, there were 306 three-
industry matches (as compared to 429 initial three-industry codings) and
1,619 two-industry matches (as compared to 2,359 codings originally).
The remainder were single-industry matches. Altogether, 1,851 of the
4,274 reporting LBs had at least a finite fraction ofa matched patent. Of
the 3,003 individual company LBs that reported nonzero company-
financed R&D outlays, 1,691 had matched patents.
Because at low R&D expenditure levels (i.e., less than $1 million per
year) the probability of patenting is finite but well below 1.0, the $732
million ofprivate R&D in individual company I.JBs with no patents was
spreadproportionatelyoverLBs with patentsin the same industry before
computingthe average amountofprivateR&D associatedwith apatent.
The average value of this inflation factor was 7.3 percent, although it
ranged from zero to as much as 30 times the R&D of patent-receiving
LBs within an industry.
For each individual company LB with patents, the average private
R&D cost perpatent, that is, the quotient ofinflated R&D divided by
the weighted sum of matched patents, was computed. For each patent,
the average costofthepatentwas thentallied. Whenthepatenthadmore
than one matched industry of origin, the cost was a weighted average of
the originating LBs' average costs, with the weights having either been
prespecified to be equal for truly joint inventions or proportional to the
matched originating LBs' total R&D outlays. Government contract
invention patentswere handled differently because it was known that not
all such inventions had been identified. For them, the average contract
R&D cost input was an industrywide average, not an average within
individual company LBs.
The final output of this matching effort consisted of two computer
tapes, one organized by individual company LB and one by individual
patent. The patent tape contains for each patent all original input data
plus matched LB codes, the weights assigned each matched LB, the
average company-financed R&D expenditure underlying the patent
(hereafter, ACP), and (when relevant) the average federal contract
R&D expenditure underlying the patent (FACP). The company LB
tape contains R&D expenditure totals, patent counts, average R&D
costs per patent, and twelve weighted average values of characteristics
(e.g., proportion of process patents, proportion of consumer goods pa-
tents, average patentlength, etc.) ofpatentsin that LB's portfolio. Since
these tapes include individual companyline ofbusiness information, they
can only be accessed within the FTC Line of Business program office.429 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
20.3.4 Technology Flow Matrix Estimation
The completed patent tape became a primary input into the computer
programs creating technology flow matrices for the U.S. industrial econ-
omy. The essence ofthe problem was to take the R&D dollars (ACPor
FACP) associated with a patent, inflate them by the reciprocal of the
origin industry's samplecoverage ratio, and thenflow themthrough from
industry(ies) oforigin to industry(ies) ofuse, accumulating sums for each
relevant cell.
The first substantive step was to retag patents by industry of origin.
When the original coding procedure specified a preference for some
single industry of origin, that preferred industry code was adopted,
whether or not a match to LB reports had been achieved. In the absence
ofsuch a preference, multiple origin patents were divided among indus-
tries oforiginin proportion to theweights determinedthroughtheearlier
matching procedure. Patentsoriginally coded as having probablevertical
integration characteristics received special treatment. If the invention
was a process and the vertical integration industry code differed from the
industry code under which companies were expected to report their
financial data, the invention was assigned to the industry of origin in
which its actual use as a process was anticipated, whether or not an LB
code match had been achieved. To have done otherwise would have
generatedprocessinventiondatainaccuratefor purposesofanalyzing the
relationship between R&D and productivity growth.
After inflation to correct for differing origin industry coverage ratios,
the inventions and their accompanying R&D dollars were flowed outto
industries ofuse. For inventions coded as having a single industry of use
orprocess inventions, this was quite simple. TheR&D dollars wentfully
to the specific industry of use or, in the case of process inventions with
multiple surviving origins, were divided among using industries in pro-
portion to origin industry weights.
For inventions with multiple or general uses, the problem was more
complex. Plainly, some using industries will use an invention more inten-
sively than others. The question is: How does one determine the relative
weights? The basic solution chosen was that inventions and their R&D
would be flowed out to multiple using industries in proportion to the
using industries' purchasesfrom the origin industry. The natural basis for
the needed "carrier matrix" Awas the 1972 input-output tables for the
U.S. economy. However, substantial modifications had to be made be-
fore the input-output carrier matrices were consistent with our objective
oftracing technology flows in such a way as to analyze their productivity
growth impact.
The starting point was the 496-order 1972 current transaction matrix430 Frederic M. Scherer
recording the use of commodities by industries (U.S. Department of
Commerce 1979). This had to be aggregated down to the 263 x 286
industry level at which the most detailed technology flow estimates were
to be prepared. Certain disaggregations also had to be made, usually on
the basis ofsimple relative size weights. However, for the industrial gas,
glass, and electron tube industries, new row vectors were estimatedfrom
primary data. Also, many input-output industries have large diagonal
elements associated with interplant, intraindustry transfers. These might
beviewed as surrogatesfor processinventions, butthe correspondenceis
at best strained, and internal process inventions were in any event sep-
arately accounted for in our analysis. Therefore, the diagonals were
"cleaned out" so that they did not exceed the row industry's proportion-
ate share of aggregate output, except in a few cases (such as organic
chemicals) where productivity might plausibly have been affected by
substantial intraindustry technologically advanced intermediate mate-
rials transfers. Corrections based on primary data were also made to
defense-oriented rows to reflect the fact that the sales pattern for prod-
ucts emerging from private R&D is different from the contract R&D
pattern.
A more serious problem was posed by the input-output transactions
matrix'shandlingofcapital-goods-producingindustries, which tendtobe
especially importantR&D performers. Most ofthose industries' output
is reported as sales to the "gross domestic fixed investment" column of
final demand. This is obviously wrong in terms ofidentifying the indus-
tries in which capital goods technology is actually used. Basing technol-
ogy use estimates on the small fraction oftotal output spread over using
industries in the intermediate commodity output sector could be quite
inaccurate. Therefore, theseparatelyavailablecapitalflows input-output
table for 1972
4 was integrated with the current transactions matrix-
something that, to the best of my knowledge, has not been done previ-
ously. The most detailed version of that table is available only in an 80
column (Le., using sector) version, so the columns had to be disaggre-
gated to 286 industries. For any capital flow matrix column spanning two
or more of our industries, cell entries were split in proportion to the
disaggregated industry's 1972-74 new capital investment as a fraction of
the capital investment by all LB industries encompassed by the input-
output column sector. Row aggregations to our level of detail were
routine. Once a properly dimensioned capital flow matrix was available,
the transaction and capital flow matrices were integrated. If Iic is the
capitalformation elementofthe ith row in thecurrent transaction matrix
andIij is a representativeelementofthecapitalflow matrix, a representa-
tive elementTt ofthe revisedtransaction matrixis formed asTt = Iij +
4. For a summary, see Coughlin et al. (1980). The detailed capital flow data were
available on tape BEA lED 8~001. The detailed current transactions matrix is on tape
BEA lED 79-005.431 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
Tic (Iij/I7~ 1 lij)· This was done for seventy capital-goods-producing
industrieswithpositivegeneraluse (category[1] or[2]) inventive activity.
Input-output conventions concerning the construction industry(ies) as
a using industry posed similar problems. Substantial fractions of the
outputoftheheatingequipment, fabricated structuralmetal, office parti-
tions, valves and pipe fittings, bathtub, and otherindustries are shown as
used in the construciton sector. It is true that construction is a large
purchaser ofsuch items, but it purchases them to install them for use by
others. Inventionswhose main utility lay in greaterease ofinstallation by
the building trades were specifically coded as having a construction
industry use. Allowing the received input-output table structure to stand
for general-use inventions would have inaccurately measured productiv-
ity-affecting technology flows. Consequently, output to construction in-
dustry subsectors was rerouted to "downstream" using sectors to the
extent that the input-output table detail permitted. Where it did not, all
or part of the remaining output originating from twenty-nine industries
and reported as used in construction was spread over all using industries
in proportion to the industries' purchases of capital goods from the
construction sector.
This problem has still anotheranalog. Considertheoutputofa techno-
logically important component-producing industry, such as semiconduc-
tors. According to the input-output tables, thatindustry's outputflows to
using industries like computer manufacturing, radio and television set
production, and communications equipment. Yet who actually realizes
the productivity-enhancing benefits of a more efficient large-scale inte-
grated circuit: the computer maker who installs it in his newly designed
computer, or the university or bank or manufacturer who purchases (or
leases) and uses the faster, higher capacity computer? Some sharing of
benefits may occur, but if the forces of competition are working with
reasonable vigor or if deflators for new component-embodying systems
are less than perfect hedonic price indices, onewould expect much ofthe
productivity-enhancingbenefitfrom componentproductinventions to be
passed on from the industry that assembles the components to the indus-
tries thatbuyanduse theproductsembodyingtheimprovedcomponents.
To implement this notion, twenty-two industries that specialized in sup-
plying components to some set of first-order using industries (usually
assembly-type industries) were identified.
5 Relevant parts of compo-
nent industries' outputwere subjectedto a second-order (orfor synthetic
5. Th~ industrieswere weaving mills, fabric knittingmills, organicfibers, tires andtubes,
rubber hose and belting, flat glass, pressed and blown glass, internal combustion engines,
pumps, antifriction bearings, compressors, speed changers and industrial drives, mechani-
cal power transmission equipment, automotive carburetors etc., vehicular lighting equip-
ment, electron tubes, cathode-ray tubes, semiconductors, other electronic components,
starterand traction batteries, aircraft engines, and buttons, zippers, etc. Notall elementsin
these industries' rows were subjected to second-orderflows. Onlythose elements that were
preponderantly of a "component sale to further assemblers" nature were so handled.432 Frederic M. Scherer
fibers, third-order) flow correction. Thus, let Tij be the integrated first-
order matrix sales ofcomponent origin industry i to assembly industryj.
Thenfor any element k in industryj'soutputuse row, the adjusted value
is
285
Tik = Ttk + Tt (Ttk/ I Ttk) , k=l
with Tt set equal to zero before second-order flows to row i (i =1=j) are
computed. Because it was not clear a priori whether the benefits of
component product inventions would in fact be passed on as measured
productivity gains to second-order buyers, complete carrier matrices
were calculated both with and without these component flow adjust-
ments, and corresponding pairs of technology flow matrices were esti-
mated. In fact, regression analyses of productivity growth revealed that
technology flow variables without second-order component flow adjust-
ments consistently had slightly greater explanatory power (see Scherer
1982a).
Theresultofthese modificationswas asetofinput-outputtables unlike
any previously available, but suited as well as possible to performing the
carrier matrix role in the estimation oftechnology flow matrices. All row
elements were converted to ratios whose sum over all using sectors,
except end consumption, equalled unity. After unneeded rows were
purged and some further aggregation, a set of four carrier matrices
A-one each with and without second-order component flows at the 263
x 285 and 263 x 56 levels of aggregation-was taken to the Federal
Trade Commission to be linked with the patent data tape for the final
technology flow matrix estimation stage.
For general-use inventions ofcategory (1), the R&D cost of a patent
ACPflowed through to using industryj (excluding the final consumption
sector) from single origin industry i with coverage ratio Ci and carrier
matrix coefficient aij was as a first approximation aij (ACP/cJ. For gen-
eral-use inventions of category (2) (i.e., ubiquitous industrial use), aij
ratios relating using industry value added to value added in all industries
were applied. When there were three or fewer (e.g., M) specific indus-
tries of use, the coefficient for the kth designated using industry was
aik/!/t= 1 aik, except that when this value was less than 0.15, the coef-
ficient was set equal to 0.15 and all the specifically designated using
industry coefficients were renormalized to sum to unity. Although arbi-
trary, this convention ensured that specific-use industries received some
ofan invention'svalueevenwheninput-outputtablesshowedno relevant
transactions between the origin and using industry pair.
20.3.5 The Public Goods Problem
Under the procedures described thus far, R&D dollars (or patents)
were flowed outto using industriesin such a way thatthe sum oftheflows433 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
equalled the sum ofthe origin industry's R&D. Anexception was made
forfinal consumptiongoods uses, for which noproductivityanalysis could
have been contemplated. For any patent covering consumer goods, the
final consumption sector column received the full R&D cost of that
patent, whether or not there were also industrial uses. In effect, the
consumer goods applications of such inventions were treated as public
goods not reducing the amount of R&D available for transmission to
industrial sectors.
It can plausibly be argued that multiuse industrial inventions should
also be handled as public goods, with use by industry k not reducing
potential use by industry j. There are, however, both theoretical and
practical difficulties in implementingsuch apublicgoods approach. Itcan
be shown (Scherer 1983) that as the number ofusing industries (i.e., the
scope of the market) increases, firms will do more R&D and receive
morepatents, all else (such as the size ofthe average using industry) held
equal. This increase in inventive activity may be channeled in either or
both of two directions: perfecting a given narrow array of products, or
increasing the variety of products geared to specialized demands of the
diverse using markets. Whenproductvarietyincreaseswith rising market
scope, particular inventions may be applicable in only a subset of the
relevant using industries. This goes against the spirit ofthe public goods
hypothesis. When R&D emphasizes perfecting a narrow array ofprod-
ucts, otherproblems arise. Ifthesame productis sold in many markets, it
maypayto carrythe product'sdevelopmentto a high stateofrefinement.
For any single using market, considerable progression into the stage of
diminishing marginal benefits is implied. In contrast, for single industry
of use inventions, development is more apt to cease where the marginal
benefit is high. This difference in marginal benefits per using industry is
difficult to capture under a public goods approach.
Ifincreased market scope led mainly to the perfection ofa fixed range
ofproducts ratherthan increasedproduct differentiation, one might also
expect (because of increasing marginal invention costs) the R&D cost
per patented invention to be greater, the broader the scope of the
market. Crude tests of this increasing cost hypothesis failed to provide
support (see Scherer 1983). There was no significant evidence ofsystem-
atically rising R&D cost per patent as the number of using industries
increased from one to three and then from category (1) general use to
category (2) ubiquitous use, all else equal.
Despitethe possibility ofincreasing product differentiation and dimin-
ishing single-market marginal benefits as the number of using industries
rises, an attempt was made to construct technology flow matrices under
the assumption that multiple industry-of-use inventions were public
goods. The conceptual problems were substantial. The very nature of
public goods makes a certain amount of arbitrariness unavoidable. A
basic guiding principle was that even though use by one industry should434 Frederic M. Scherer
not detract from use by another, industries purchasing large amounts of
an origin industry's output should enjoy a larger technology flow than
relatively small purchasers. One alternative considered and ultimately
rejected was to multiply each ACP or FACP value by the numbers
equivalent ofthe Herfindahl-Hirschman index for origin industry carrier
matrixArow elements beforeflowing outgeneral-use inventionvalues in
proportion to the carrier matrix aij coefficients.
6 Instead, a suggestion
made at an NBER workshop by Richard Levin was adopted. For any
multiple industry of use invention, the using industry with the largest aij
value was assigned a unit value and all other industries' aij coefficients
were normalized to this value. That is, if the maximum aij is aim, the
coefficient for industry k would be aik1aim, so the R&D dollars dis-
tributed to that industry would be (aik1aim) (ACP/ci)'
This convention, like the numbers equivalent approach, has the prop-
erty of assigning greater weight to individual inventions, the larger the
numberofindustries using the invention is and the more equalin size the
using industries are. Ubiquitous-use inventions in particular (with a
numbers equivalent value of nearly 24) received far more weight in total
than specific using industry inventions. Whether such weighting is
appropriate cannot be determined on a priori grounds; the question is
essentially an empirical one.
Another problem with the public goods approach is that, because
R&D dollars are in effect double counted, estimatedR&D coefficients
in regressions explaining productivity growth cannot be interpreted as
steady-state returns onR&D investment. This is a significant disadvan-
tage relative to the private goods approach, under which such rate of
return inferences can (with appropriate caveats) be drawn.
Given the conceptual and practical difficulties faced in implementing a
public goods approach to technology flow estimates, the question of
6. Thus, with 285 industries of use, the numbers equivalent for origin industry i is
1II.7~\, ail, where aij is an element from the carrier matrix ~.
This numbers equivalent is in effect a purchasing industry dispersion index and, because
there is a tradition of using such indices in industrial organization studies of pricing
behavior, it has interest in its own right. For the 172 (out of263) LB categories on which
completecapitalflows, construction, and othercorrectionsweremade, themediannumbers
equivalent value without adjustment for second ordercomponent flows was 8.8. The mean
was 13.4. The highest values were for miscellaneous plastic products (71.3), paperboard
containers (61.7), conveyors (48.2), industrial trucks (47.4), and metal-cutting machine
tools (43.8). Twenty-one industries had values in the 1.00-1.99 range. The numbers
equivalent for the total value added ofall industries (i.e., the ubiquitous-use carrier matrix
row) was 23.9.
It should be noted that this analysis calls attention to what may be a serious problem in
prior studies using purchasing industry dispersion indices. It is not clear what those studies
do about the gross capital formation elementin input-output transaction matrix rows. Ifit is
included in the computation, there will usually be serious understatement ofbuyer disper-
sion for capital goods industries relative to what one would obtain integrating the transac-
tions and capitalflow matrices, as shouldbe done. Ifitis excluded, actual salespatternsmay
be badly measured from intermediate output data alone.435 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
which approach-public or private-to use in productivity analyses was
left open. Some evidence will be presented in a later section.
20.4 The Output
A principal end product ofthe effort described here is a set oftechnol-
ogy flow matrices and vectors. Full matrices were constructed only at the
48 row by 57 column level ofaggregation. These were estimated bothfor
patents and company-financedR&D dollars under both the private and
publicgoods assumptions, with and without adjustmentfor second-order
component invention flows. For federal government contract R&D
outlays, similar matrices were constructed only under the public goods
assumption. Table 20.1 provides an example ofa technology flow matrix
for company-financedR&Dexpenditures. Itis aggregatedfurther to the
41 x 53 level, mainly to minimize confidential data problems. It is
defined under the private goods assumption (except for final consump-
tion) with adjustment for second-order component invention flows. The
rows are industries of origin; the columns are industries of use; and the
diagonal elements approximate internal process inventions (except for a
few sectors like organicchemicals with extensive intraindustryintermedi-
ate product invention flows). All entries are in millions ofdollars. Blank
cells denote R&D flows ofless than $50,000. Entries marked "d" had to
be suppressed to comply with the FTC requirement that no underlying
R&D data be disclosed for any group of fewer than four companies.
Examining row 3,4, we see that a majority offood and tobacco prod-
ucts industry R&D is internal process oriented, with most of the
remainderflowing, not surprisingly, into final consumptionortrade (i.e.,
restaurants and food stores). Reading down column (3), we see that the
food products sector used appreciable amounts of R&D embodied in
productspurchasedfrom thepaper, miscellaneous chemicals (16), plastic
products, fabricated metal products (e.g., containers), other machinery,
office equipment, motor vehicles, and instruments industries. For food
and tobacco products, the balance between R&D originated ($444.9
million) andR&D used ($493.4 + 29.8 = $523.2 million) is fairly even.
This is not true for all sectors. At one extreme among manufacturing
industries is the printing and publishing sector, which originated $67.4
million ofR&D but used $147.7 million. At the other extreme is farm
machinery, which originated $199.3 million but used only $19.2 million.
Nonmanufacturing industries, as has been well known, originate very
little R&D, but they use roughly half of the R&D originating in the
manufacturing sector.
The appendix presents more disaggregated industry R&D sums
classified in three ways: by industry of origin, by industry of use with





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.446 Frederic M. Scherer
by industry of use with second-order component flows under the public
goods assumption. Theindustrycategorieshave beenconsolidatedsome-
what relative to the originalsourcecomputationsto avoid possible disclo-
sure problems. Because nonmanufacturing industries perform so little
R&D but are heavy users, a more detailed level of disaggregation is
implemented on the use side of certain nonmanufacturing sectors.
Table 20.2 provides a matrix ofthe zero-order correlation coefficients
between.industry totals for some of the principal technology flow vari-
ables. Because of the asymmetry of origin versus use disaggregation
detail among nonmanufacturing industries, the correlations are for 247
manufacturing industries only. Note that the variables with and without
second-ordercomponent flows are highly correlated: between USERD1
and USERD2, r == 0.996. There is more difference between the private
and public goods measures; for example, with component flows, r ==
0.877.
Also includedin the appendix is avariablefor eachindustrywith origin
data giving internal production process patents as a percent of total
coverage ratio-inflated patents. Patents are the focus rather than R&D
dollars because of disclosure limitations. The two, however, are fairly
closely related. If PRD measures process R&D spending as a fraction
(not percentage) of total origin industry spending and PP measures
process patents as a fraction of total origin industry patents, the simple
regression equation is:
(R1) PDR== .02+ .956 PP;,-2== .855, SEE== .128.
(.026)
Examiningthe individual datain the appendix, onefinds wide interindus-
try differences in the degree ofprocess patent orientation. But there are
consistent and plausible similarities within like groups of industries.
Thus, complex capital goods producers tendto beveryproductinvention
oriented(i.e., with lowprocessinventionratios), while producersofbasic
raw materials are process oriented. It should be noted, however, that
some of the process percentage values in the appendix are computed
from rather small numbers of patents, and so possibly substantial sam-
pling errors may exist for the individual industry estimates.
Another potential hazard in the process invention percentage esti-
mates is that they stem, as stated before, from detailed examination of
15,112 individual patents. It is generally believed that process inventions
(used largely within the originating firm) are easier to keep secret than
product inventions, and from this may follow a propensity for firms to
patent relatively fewer process than product inventions, all else (such as
the economic significance ofthe invention) held equal (see Scherer et al.
1959, pp. 153-154). Ifso, ourprocess patent ratio estimates could have a


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.448 Frederic M. Scherer
financed 1974 R&D dollars of the company LBs in which they origi-
nated, one finds that process inventions accounted for 24.6 percent of
total coverage ratio-inflated sample R&D expenditures. There are two
benchmarks againstwhich this figure can be compared. RecentMcGraw-
Hill research and development expenditure surveys (1978, 1979) have
asked inter alia what fraction of corporate respondents' R&D outlays
involved process development andimprovement. The universe estimates
appear to be sensitive to survey response, varying since 1974 in the range
of 17-24 percent. Second, the Strategic Planning Institute's PIMS data
basecontains among otherthings a breakdown ofappliedR&D expend-
itures betweenproduct and process categories. These estimates aremade
at the level of finely subdivided "businesses" within companies, and are
therefore likely to be more accurate than the corporate aggregates esti-
mated for McGraw-Hill surveys. The simple average process R&D
share for some 948 businesses reporting in PIMS during the mid-1970s
was 25.5 percent.
7 Thus, from comparison with available alternative
benchmark data, there is no reason to believe that our process R&D
share estimates are seriously biased downward.
20.5 Productivity Relationships
Although the technologyflow data described in this paperalso provide
new insight into a facet of American industry structure, the principal
reason for compiling them was to permit a better-specified analysis ofthe
links betweenR&D andproductivitygrowth. Thedetailed results ofthat
analysis are described elsewhere (Scherer 1982a). Here a brief overview
must suffice.
Ofthree productivity data sets analyzed, we focus here on one follow-
ing input-output industry definitions and published by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics (March 1979) and supple-
mented by unpublished computer printouts. With 1974 R&D
expendituresas theindependentvariableofcentralinterest, the principal
regression analyses examined annual labor productivity growth aLP (in
percentageterms) overthepeak-to-peakbusiness cycle interval 1973-78.
Productivityindices andcorresponding gross capital stock change indices
aK were available for a total of eighty-seven industry groups, including
nearly all ofmanufacturing plus agriculture, crude oil and gas, railroads,
airtransport, communications, andthe electric-gas-sanitaryutilities. Fol-
lowing a formulation developed by Terleckyj (1974, pp. 4-5), the indus-
try R&D flow sums are divided by 1974 industry sales S.
7. Because industries performing relatively little R&D tend to have relatively high
process R&D ratios, the simple average of ratios for the 210 industries covered by the
appendix is 31.4. Relative to a weighted average, as our 24.6 percent figure is, the PIMS
simple average could conceivably be similarly upward biased.449 Using Linked Patent and R&D Data to Measure Technology Flows
As noted earlier, R&D outlays USERD2 linked to industries of use
without second-order component flows had slightly greater explanatory
power than the variable USERDl with second-order flows. The simple
correlation coefficients with dLP were 0.249 and 0.233, respectively.
R&Dflowed to industries ofuse underthepublicgoods assumption had
appreciablyless explanatorypowerthanundertheprivategoods assump-
tion; for example, the zero-order productivity growth correlations were
0.160 for USEPUBl/S as compared to 0.233 for USERDl/S. A similar
but even more pronounced disparity was found with other quite differ-
entlymeasuredindustryproductivitygrowthdatasets. Thisimplies either
a lack of support for the public goods approach to technology flows
measurement generally or deficiencies in the specific (and necessarily
arbitrary) assumptions made to implement that approach.
A strong a priori hypothesis underlying this research was that R&D
flowed through to industries of use would better "explain" productivity
growth than R&D measured by industry of origin. Product R&D was
expectedto have especially little explanatorypower. The supportfor this
hypothesiswith theBLSinput-outputdatasetwas surprisinglyequivocal.
WhereUSERD11S is theusedR&Dvariable andPRODRDISmeasures
product R&D classified by industry of origin, the relevant full-sample
multiple regression was:





2 = .193; N = 87;
with standard errors given in parentheses. Both R&D variables are
significant at the .05 level, butproductR&D has a slightly higher t-ratio
(2.01 vs. 1.89).
Theresultswere quite differentwhentheindustrysamplewas splitinto
two mutually exclusive subsets, one for which the price deflators under-
lying the productivity indices were reasonably comprehensive in their
industry product line coverage and another for which deflator coverage
was skimpy. Forthe more comprehensive deflatorsubset, the hypothesis
favoring used R&D is clearly supported:





2 = .241; N=51.
Used R&D is highly significant; product R&D negative but insignifi-450 Frederic M. Scherer
cant. Forthesubset basedonmeagerprice deflators, the oppositepattern
is observed:





2 == .197; N==36.
Since used R&D was also significant and product R&D insignificant in
another quite different sample with well-measured productivity indices
(see Scherer 1982a), it would appearthatthesuperiorperformanceofthe
product R&D variable in equations (R4) and (R2) is somehow associ-
ated with especially severe problems in measuring productivity growth.
With somewhat less compelling support, one is inclined to conclude that
the difficult task of tracing R&D flows to industries of use was indeed
worthwhile.
20.6 Conclusions
I have describedin somedetail a methodologyfor estimating atechnol-
ogy flow matrix for the U.S. industrial economy. Many problems had to
be overcome; there are undoubtedly appreciable errors ofmeasurement;
and the matrix is incomplete because it has no foreign, university, gov-
ernment laboratory, and individual inventor technology origin sectors.
Yetfrom the standpointofinvestigating the relations betweenR&D and
productivity growth, the data developed are surely much closer to what
the relevant theory demands than anything previously available.
Fromregression equations (R2) and (R3) plus additional information,
it can be ascertained that a two standard deviation increase in an indus-
try'suse ofR&D was associatedduringthe 1970swith an annualincrease
in labor productivity of 1.1 to 1.5 percentage points. Rates of return on
investmentin used R&D offrom 74 to 104 percent are suggested. The
magnitudes involved are important economically. I do not know how we
can progress further toward understanding the impact of R&D on
productivity growth without obtaining additional data similar to, but
more accurate and comprehensive than, the R&D use data described
here. Yet the thought oflinking on an even larger scale patent to R&D
data by the extremely labor-intensive methods used in my project is
daunting, to say the least. A simpler and more accurate approach would
be to have patent applicants provide the necessary information by filling
out a form similar to the one used by my patent classification team. The
marginal costs would be small, and the rewards in terms of improved
information about the structure of technology flows and productivity
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Comment Edwin Mansfield
Professor Scherer has carried out a very interesting and useful study. As
has frequently been pointed out, an industry's rate of productivity in-
crease depends on technological change in other industries, as well as on
its own rate of technological change. Unfortunately, many studies (but
not alP) of the relationship between R&D and productivity increase
have ignoredsuchinterindustrytechnologyflows, presumablybecause of
the lack ofadequate data. In this paper, Scherer links patent and R&D
datato estimateinterindustrytechnologyflows. As he describes in detail,
his results have to be based on a considerable number of arbitrary
decisions. Without question, the results are very rough. But in my judg-
ment, they are worth the toil-and the frustration-described in his
paper.
Before turning to more specific comments, I should say that Professor
Schererdevotes relativelylimited attentionto thetheoretical justification
of some of the procedures he carries out and to guidance for potential
users about the way in which his results should (and should not) be
interpreted. Most of the paper is devoted to a blow-by-blow account of
the mechanics involved, which, of course, is appropriate. In my brief
comments, I'll discuss a few ofthe limitations and problems, and make a
few suggestions.
First, I think that Professor Scherer might have explained more fully
some of the limitations ofR&D expenditures in measuring technology
Edwin Mansfield is a professorin the Department ofEconomics, University ofPennsyl-
vania.
1. For exceptions, see Mansfield (1980) and Terleckyj (1974).462 Frederic M. Scherer
flows. In this regard, it is importantto recognize that the role ofR&D is
broaderthaneconomistsoftenassume. Intheirmodels, theyviewR&D
as basically an invention-producing activity. Although this certainly is
part ofwhat R&D does, it is by no means its only mission. In addition,
R&D provides the firm with a window opening on various parts of its
environment; it sometimes is a device to recruit and train people who
eventually will move on to general management; and it often includes
many activities that are essentially technical service for otherpartsofthe
firm.
For some purposes, R&D includes too much. For example, research
expenditures might be more appropriate in some cases because only
research findings are transferred. For other purposes, R&D includes
too little. For example, it is well known that salesmen, sales engineers,
and othersales and technical representatives offirms playamajor role in
transferring technology to their customers. Consider, for example, the
computerindustry, where IBMhas transferred a considerable amount of
importanttechnology by trainingpotentialusers, providingsoftware, and
servicing computer installations. It seems reasonable to believe that the
amount oftechnology transferred is measured in part by the cost ofsuch
sales, educational, and customersupport activities. Indeed, to the extent
that much of the technology transferred from one industry to another is
old not new (which I would regard as likely), these costs may be more
relevant thancurrentR&Dexpenditures.2Andit is bynomeansobvious
that they are proportional to the R&D expenditure data Scherer uses.
Second, even ifwe forget about the limitations ofR&D expenditures
as a measure of the amount of technology transferred from a given
industry to others (or itself), there is a question concerning the use of
patents to determine how much ofthe technology transferred by a given
industry to otherswas received by a particularindustry. As no one knows
better than Professor Scherer, the value and cost of individual patents
vary enormously within and across industries. In some industries, like
pharmaceuticals, patents are of considerable economic importance; in
others, like electronics, they are of much less importance. Many inven-
tions are not patented. And in some industries like electronics, there is
considerable speculation that the patent system is being bypassed to a
greater extent than in the past.
3 Moreover, as Scherer recognizes, biases
would be expected, since some types of technologies are much more
likely to be patented than others. For all these reasons, it seems to me
that results based on patent statistics are bound to be rough.
Third, I wonder whether it would be possible for Professor Scherer to
compare his findings with what would have resulted ifhe had simply used
2. For some relevant discussion of technology transfer, see Mansfield et al. (1982).
3. Forexample, see Science, 24 November 1978; and Mansfield, Schwartz, and Wagner
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aninput-output matrix to allocateR&D expenditures. Fromthepresent
paper, one gets little feel for how big the differences are. Many techno-
logical changes in one industry find uses or prompt changes in other
industries without being transferred via some purchaseditem. Forexam-
ple, the continuous casting of steel benefited from the previous contin-
uous casting of nonferrous metals. And in some cases, firms provide
technology to their suppliers, as documented by a recent study of ours.
4
Thus, I suspect that the technology flows differ perceptibly from the
results based on the use of an input-output table. It would be helpful if
Scherer could compare the two sets of results, with an eye toward
analyzing the differences between them and seeing whether these differ-
ences seem reasonable when considered in the light of other evidence.
Also, it would be interesting to know whether Scherer's "R & D by
industry ofuse" is more highly correlated with productivity change in an
industry than "R & D by industry of use" based simply on an input-
output table.
Fourth, as Scherer points out at some length, there is another basic
problemin trying to determinehow much ofthe technology generatedby
a particularindustryis transferred to otherindustries: Should technology
be treated as a private or public good? I agree with Scherer that most
economistswould regard the more reasonable ofthe two options as being
its treatment as a publicgood. However, there are many costs in transfer-
ring technology thateconomistsoften neglect. Butwith regard to thesort
ofrelativelystraightforwardtransferprocessthatSchererseemsto visual-
ize, the public goods treatment appears more reasonable.
Fifth, still another very difficult problem arises because the transfer of
technology from industry A to industry B may result in a higher rate of
productivityincrease in industry C orD. Forexample, a manufacturerof
equipment to produce thread may develop a new type of equipment,
which mayincreaseproductivityin theclothingindustry, becausethenew
equipmentmay result in cheaper threadwhich may increase productivity
in clothing. Scherer tries to take this into account in some cases, but the
treatment seems somewhat ad hoc. (Construction and twenty-two other
industries are singled out for special attention.) Also, it appears that
there is seldom an attempt to carry out more than a "second-order flow
correction." One wonders whether there are not many cases where
technology transferred from industry A to B has an impact on productiv-
ityinindustriesseveralstagesdownstreamin theeconomy. Thehistoryof
technology, as I read it, would suggest this to be true.
Sixth, I wonder whether observed relationships between the rate of
increase oftotal factor productivity and "R & D by industry ofuse" may
not reflect some mismeasurement of inputs like computers. If some of
these inputs were measured correctly, if there were betterprice indexes,
4. See Mansfield and Romeo (1980).464 Frederic M. Scherer
and if quality changes were properly taken into account, the rate of
productivity increase in some of the industries buying relatively large
amounts of R&D-intensive products might be reduced considerably.
Turning to another matter, it is unfortunate that overseas R&D
expenditures by U.S. firms are omitted entirely from Scherer's data. In
1974, U.S. firms spent over $1 billion on overseas R&D.
In conclusion, I think that Scherer's paper addresses an important
problem which he correctly regards as being centralto some ofthe issues
discussed in this volume. We are a long way from having adequate
measuresofinterindustrytechnologyflows, anditwouldbeunrealisticto
suppose that any single paper would solve all or most ofthe problems in
this nettlesome area. But based on any sort of reasonable standard,
Scherer's paper is a valuable contribution to work along this line. We all
are in his debt.
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